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Resolving Disputes: Theory, Practice, and Law, Second Edition, prepares the reader to represent

clients in all forms of alternative dispute resolution. Drawing on the authors' experience in teaching

and practice, vivid examples throughout the text illustrate the role of the attorney and the

perspective of the client. Class-tested exercises in each area of dispute resolution develop skills,

knowledge, and confidence in ADR processes.   Timely and teachable, Resolving Disputes: Theory,

Practice, and Law, Second Edition, features:    a logical 4-part organization that focuses on

negotiation, mediation, arbitration, and hybrid approaches   diverse excerpts from leading authors

that eliminates the need for additional or supplemental readings.   examples taken from headline

cases, literature, and ADR practice   a detailed Teacher's Manual with: - sample syllabi - complete

teaching notes - stimulating discussion points - highly effective exercises and role plays linked to the

text   integrated coverage of law and ethics    a DVD of ADR role playing available at no charge   

With additional exercises, practice problems, and discussion questions throughout, the revised and

updated Second Edition provides:    expanded coverage of negotiation techniques   new exercises

that illustrate how lawyers can use and shape the mediation process, for example, when selecting

mediators and dealing with positional bargainers   games and role-play exercises to develop

arbitration skills   writing and discussion problems that focus on drafting an arbitration agreement,

selecting arbitrators, writing an arbitration award, and more    Resolving Disputes: Theory, Practice,

and Law, Second Edition, combines cutting-edge scholarship with dynamic teaching materials that

will give your students a firm grasp of the theory and practice of dispute resolution. This is the

choice that puts it all within their reach.
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This text was required for a law school class and, IMO, it was only required because a professor

there was one of the authors. This book is useful, don't get me wrong, but it is about 500 pgs of

information that could be covered in 200 pgs of text. The things in this book are spelled out with

such painstaking detail that we ended up skimming the book more than reading it. The only

redeeming thing was that use of the book in class permitted the professor to use HYPO handouts

and role plays to simulate real-life negotiation, mediation, and arbitration. I got more from "Getting to

Yes" than I did from this overpriced text. Luckily,  bought it back from me for only $10 less than my

purchase cost.

It is a law book. It is just a bunch of law articles put into a book. An instructor could do the same

thing for a class. An instructor could actually do a better job by customizing the articles and then

send the articles to the class in a pdf. form, saving everyone a bunch of money.

All law school textbooks should be course packs

Brand new condition

It was really shredded

as expected

the textbook i bought came quickly and in good quality. since i haven't read this book yet so i don't

know if it's good. but some one else told me that this book is boring.

This book was a little scuffed on the front and back cover (as expected) but was like new inside. A

great purchase. However, I hardly need it for my class :(.
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